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Abstract - The hardware project is designed to control
the speed of a BLDC motor using closed loop control
technique. BLDC motor has various application used in
industries like in drilling, lathes, spinning, electric bikes
etc.

The speed control of the DC motors is very essential.
This proposed system provides a very precise and
effective speed control system. The user can enter the
desired speed and the motor will run at that exact speed.

I. Introduction
Permanent-magnet excited brushless DC motors are
becoming increasingly attractive in a large number
of applications due to performance advantages such
as reduced size and cost, reduced torque ripples,
increased torque-current ratio, low noises, high
efficiency, reduced maintenance and good control
characteristics over a wide range in torque–speed
plan.

In general, Brushless DC motors such as fans are
smaller in size and weight than AC fans using
shaded pole or Universal motors. Since these
motors have the ability to work with the available
low voltage sources such as 24V or 12V DC supply,
it makes the brushless DC motor fans convenient
for use in electronic equipment, computers, mobile
equipment, vehicles, and spindle drives for disk
memory, because of its high reliability, efficiency,
and ability to reverse rapidly. Brushless dc motors
in the fractional horsepower range have been used
in various types of actuators in advanced aircraft
and satellite systems. Most popular brushless DC
motors are mainly 3 phases which are controlled
and driven by full bridge transistor circuits.
Together with applying permanent magnet
excitation, it is necessary to obtain additional torque
components. These components can be obtained
due to a difference in magnetic permeance in both
quadrature and direct axis therefore, reluctance
torque is developed and torque null regions are

reduced significantly In this paper, a brushless DC
motor with distributed winding and a special form
of PM-rotor with special stator periphery are
described. Which develop a speed control system
for a BLDC motor by closed loop control technique.

The proposed system uses a microcontroller of the
8051 family and a rectified-power supply. A set of
IR transmitter and photodiode are connected to the
microcontroller for counting the number of rotations
per minute of the DC motor as a speed sensor.
Optocoupler is connected to trigger the MOSFET
for driving the BLDC motor which is duly
interfaced to the microcontroller. A matrix keypad
is interfaced to the microcontroller for controlling
the speed of the motor.

The speed control of the BLDC motor is archived
by varying the duty cycles (PWM Pulses) from the
microcontroller according to the program. The
microcontroller receives the percentage of duty
cycles from the keypad and delivers the desired
output to switch the motor driver so as to control the
speed of the BLDC motor. The speed sensed by the
IR sensor is given to the microcontroller to display
it on the LCD display.

II. Construction and Operating Principle
Brushless DC motors were developed from
conventional brushed DC motors with the
availability of solid state power semiconductors.
Brushless DC motors are similar to AC
synchronous motors.

The major difference is that synchronous motors
develop a sinusoidal back EMF, as compared to a
rectangular, or trapezoidal, back EMF for brushless
DC motors. Both have stator created rotating
magnetic fields producing torque in a magnetic
rotor.
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The basic construction of a brushless-dc consists of
a fan blade attached to a permanent magnet rotor
that surrounds the electromagnetic coils of the stator
and associated control electronics.

III. BLDC Motor Speed Control
Pulse-width modulation (PWM) is a commonly
used technique for controlling power to an electrical
device, made practical by modern electronic power
switches. The average value of voltage (and current)
fed to the load is controlled by turning the switch
between supply and load on and off at a fast pace.
The longer the switch is on compared to the off
periods, the higher the power supplied to the load is.
The PWM switching frequency has to be much fast
than what would affect the load, which is to say the
device that uses the power. Typically switching’s
have to be done several times a minute in an electric
stove, 120 Hz in a lamp dimmer, from few kilohertz
(kHz) to tens of kHz for a motor drive and well into
the tens or hundreds of kHz in audio amplifiers and
computer power supplies

The term duty cycle describes the proportion of on
time to the regular interval or period of time; a low
duty cycle corresponds to low power, because the
power is off for most of the time. Duty cycle is
expressed in percent, 100% being fully on.   The
main advantage of PWM is that power loss in the
switching devices is very low. When a switch is off
there is practically no current, and when it is on,
there is almost no voltage drop across the switch.
Power loss, being the product of voltage and
current, is thus in both cases close to zero. PWM
works also well with digital controls, which,
because of their on/off nature, can easily set the
needed duty cycle.   PWM has also been used in
certain communication systems where its duty cycle
has been used to convey information over a
communications channel.

IV. Logical Operation of Bldc Motor

While logic high during the on time duty cycle is
delivered by the microcontroller to the input of the
OPTO U3, The opto led glows to bring the opto
transistor pin no 5 and 6 to conduct. Now 12V
supply is given at the junction point of R7 and R8
and reaches the gate of the MOSFET Q1 via D4 for
Q1 to conduct thus enabling the motor to get supply
to run. A freewheel diode is used across the motor
to conduct the charge stored in the motor during off
period. During off time of the duty cycle the opto
transistor does not conduct and the charge which is
stored in the gate of Q1 forces Q3 to conduct while
the motor stops. This ON and OFF the motor
reduces the speed. The DC power is available to the
motor via the MOSFET as per the PWM generated
by micro controller depending upon the input given
to micro controller from a keypad. As well as the
speed is displayed on a liquid crystal display. To
sense the speed of BLDC motor an IR LED in photo
diode arrangement is used. The value of speed is
changed in percentage by using fuzzy logic. Fuzzy
logic is something i.e. approximate but not accurate.
So a program is written in to micro controller that
uses fuzzy logic due to which we get the values
almost equal to accurate values. A 230v -12v step
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down transformer is used to decrease AC supply
voltage to 12v, now this ac voltage is rectified by
using a full wave bridge rectifier, a blocking diode
is used before the filter capacitor to get the
pulsating D.C. to get the fixed output D.C a 7805
voltage regulator is employed because
microcontroller fixed +5v pure DC. To filter
pulsating D.C an electrolytic capacitor of value 470
micro farad’s or 1000micro farad’s is connected at
the input of 7850. One more electrolytic capacitor is
connected at the output of 7850 to remove complete
ripple’s if there any +5v D.C. A LED with a series
resistor’s is connected to indicate the power. 40
Micro controller has to generate PWM pulses as per
error signal received from the speed sensing input to
match the keyboard input in order to run the motor
at the input RPM.   A push button is connected at
the 9th pin of micro controller which is known as
reset a 10 micro farad’s electrolytic capacitor is
connected across the button and a 10k resistor is
used to pull down 9th pin of micro controller. When
this reset pin is pressed during the operation, the
program written in micro controller starts from
beginning.

A crystal across oscillator of value 11.0592 MHz is
connected across 18th & 19th pins of micro
controller with the 33pico farad’s ceramic
capacitors are connected for stabilising it.

V. Operation Procedure
1. Press ‘#’ once display shows the store Max

RPM.

2. Press ‘#’ again to store Max.RPM.
3. Press ‘*’ to get the required RPM. Display shows
% of Req RPM:

4. Enter the required percentage using Keypad.

5. Press ‘#’ to save the required RPM.

VI. Hardware Setup
The hardware is designed and the operation has
been done based upon the program written in the
microcontroller for the Closed loop control of the
BLDC motor and the speed is also controlled by
using PWM technique. The hardware set up for the
project is given below.

VII. Conclusion
The hardware for closed loop control of BLDC
motor using microcontroller is designed. By using
the PWM technique speed of the BLDC motor was
controlled and it was made to run at exactly entered
speed. In future this hardware will be implemented
in the space and the speed control will be observed.
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